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Welcome



Hiiiiiiiiiiii Friend...

I AM JANE ELIZABETH, Psychic Medium Astrologer, Ordained Minister 
and Author of ‘Messages Of The Stars’. I am a quadruple Scorpio, Wood 
Dragon with a Libra Moon. I am a mother of four and a grandmother of six.

Thank Youuuu for purchasing and reading my 2024 Messages Of The Stars!!!

Being born a quadruple Scorpio, I’ve endured some pretty strong slaps across 
the face; all to get me to REMEMBER WHO I AM and walk my path.

This day and everyday I humbly chant, ‘Please show me, please show me, 
please show me’; so, I may effortlessly align with WHAT IS and walk the path; 
therefore, living Heaven on Earth!!!

I work with an astrological house system that begins with Sagittarius and 
completes with Scorpio. 

Back in the early 90’s while working on an astrological chart, I called out in 
prayer and said, “If I am to work with astrology, please show me how to read 
the messages of the stars the way the prophets read.” All of a sudden, I saw a 
vision of the astrological wheel spinning around and around. Then, my Jesus 
The Christ guide appeared, pointed at the Sagittarius i symbol and said, 
“Begin here.”

It took me many months to comfortably align with The Sagittarius House 
system.

The system works!!!

I cannot tell you how many times other astrologers and laypeople have asked 
me, ‘How did you see that’???

Highly Evolved Beings converse with me through this astrological house 
system.

Here I am this day, twenty plus years later, putting together charts by hand and 
sharing the messages of the stars.

In October 2023, I began putting together the charts, calendars and astrological 
data for 2024. Every chance I had, I’d step into my quiet space; watching, 
listening and writing out the messages of the stars.

Journeying through the entire year of 2024 for the twelve astrological signs, 
there is a message that repeats itself for all of us to heed and align with. That 
message is, ‘Focus on the child’. As you read the book, you’ll deeply perceive 
the meaning of what that means for you.

Another strong message of the stars presents through Jupiter in Gemini; May 
25, 2024 to June 9, 2025. LIFE aligns and enhances twins / soul mates / 
partners!!!

As we step into 2024, Pluto is in the tail end of Capricorn taking work, jobs, 
businesses, income and money through a death and transformation.

January 20, 2024 to September 1, 2024, Pluto temporarily moves into 
Aquarius taking groups of people, socialization and all forms of 
communication through a death and transformation.

September 1, 2024 to November 19, 2024, Pluto moves back into the tail end 
of Capricorn taking work, jobs, businesses, income and money through a final 
death and transformation. This may be the transit that transforms the economy.

November 19, 2024 to January 19, 2044, Pluto moves through Aquarius taking 
groups of people, socialization and all forms of communication through a 
death and transformation.

My 2024 Messages Of The Stars shares MANY messages to assist you in 
aligning with WHAT IS, so you may live Heaven on Earth; yet, I need to share 
something with you.

As I was writing the book, I realized an alchemical event occurring. The 
combination of words and punctuation placements awakened new cells 
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throughout my body; transporting me to new realms allowing me to clearly 
SEE life from another perspective / dimension. Yes, there are life awakening 
spells throughout this book.

My purpose has always been and continues to be, first, to assist you in 
knowing thyself so you may be thyself. Secondly, to assist you in aligning with 
WHAT IS, so you may live Heaven on Earth!!!

With all of me, I THANK MY CHILDREN AND GRANDCHILDREN!!! 
They are my soul mates, my tribe, BEAUTIFUL reflections of me!!!

With all of me, I THANK my first born and her husband for reading through 
and editing this book.

May this book and the messages within assist you in aligning with WHAT IS 
so you may live Heaven on Earth!!!

Wishing you the best year ever!!!

INFINITE LOVE LOVE LOVE!!!

Jane Elizabeth,
Psychic Medium Astrologer, Ordained Minister, Author of ‘Messages Of The 
Stars’

www.janeelizabeth.com
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The Astrological House And Its Twelve Rooms



Jane Elizabeth’s Astrological House...
...and the 12 Rooms / 12 Signs / 12 Major Constellations

1

2

3 4 5

6

7

8

91011

12

i
Sagittarius / Fire
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

j
Capricorn / Earth
Dec. 21 - Jan. 19 k

Aquarius / Air
Jan. 19 - Feb. 18

l
Pisces / Water

Feb. 18 - Mar. 20

a
Aries / Fire

Mar. 20 - Apr. 19

b
Taurus / Earth

Apr. 19 - May 20

c
Gemini / Air

May 20 - Jun. 21

d
Cancer / Water

Jun. 21 - July 22

e
Leo / Fire

July 22 - Aug. 22

f
Virgo / Earth

Aug. 22 - Sept. 22

h
Scorpio / Water

Oct. 23 - Nov. 22

g
Libra / Air

Sept. 22 - Oct. 23

Self, I AM, Independent,
One, Seeker of Self,

Individual

One~On~One Partnership
Close Relationships
Twins, Soul Mates

Earned Income, Wealth,
Money, Receiving

Communication,
Art, Expression

k
Art, Expression

k
Mother
Home

The Child,
Children, Siblings,

Pets...

Health, Fitness,
Nutrition,

Physical Well-Being

Sex, Debts,
Partner’s Resources,

Inheritance...

The Mind, Travel,
Learning, Law,Learning, Law,

GovernmentGovernment

Father, Work, Job,Father, Work, Job,
Business, Career,Business, Career,Business, Career,

Place in the
World...

The Soul,
Karmic Closet

Friends,
Coworkers,

Social...

i Room 1 ruled by ‘Sagittarius the Centaur’ / fire; the I Am / self / how we 
dress and look on the outside / outer self / how others see us.

j Room 2 ruled by ‘Capricorn the Goat-fish’ / earth; earned income / money / 
gifts / receiving / material possessions / things of value.

k Room 3 ruled by ‘Aquarius the Communicator’ / air; communication / 
creative expression / art / crafts / singing / writing / photography / the 
materialization of ideas.

l Room 4 ruled by ‘Pisces the Woman’ / water; home / mother / foundation / 
spirit of femininity.

a Room 5 ruled by ‘Aries the Child’ / fire; siblings / brothers / sisters / pets / 
cousins / family members / inner child / play / children we birth and adopt / 
true love.

b Room 6 ruled by ‘Taurus the Bull’ / earth; health / fitness / nutrition / 
strength / physical labor and work. This room describes the type of food, 
nutrients and exercise we may need or not.

c Room 7 ruled by ‘Gemini the Twins’ / air; one~on~one partnerships / close 
relationships / close friends / husband / wife / significant other / life partner / 
soul mate / other half / business partner / direct enemies / direct reflection / 
opposition / mirror image.

d Room 8 ruled by ‘Cancer the Assistant’ / water; sex / debts / loans / help / 
assistance / other people’s money and resources / inheritance / receiving 
through another.

e Room 9 ruled by ‘Leo the Lion’ / fire; thoughts / ideas / the mind / study / 
education / travel and transportation / government and laws / learning.

f Room 10 ruled by ‘Virgo the Man’ / earth; work / job / business / career / 
place in the world / the father / grandfather /  masculinity.

g Room 11 ruled by ‘Libra the Scales’ / air; people / friends / acquaintances / 
social / coworkers / strangers. It takes a group of people to balance the scales 
of justice.

h Room 12 ruled by ‘Scorpio the Scorpion’ / water; the past / the soul / the 
karmic closet / the hidden self / the Higher Self. This is our room of secrets, 
our karma, our past, our treasure chest, our ‘Pandora’s Box’.
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The Planets



The A Sun

The A Sun represents ‘the spirit / highlighted area / area of focus’, also known 
as the Universe’s spotlight; highlights each sign for approximately 28 to 30 
days.

Sun in i Sagittarius (Nov. 21 - Dec. 21) highlights the ‘I Am’ / the 
individuality.

Sun in j Capricorn (Dec. 21 - Jan. 20) highlights income, money, wealth and 
material possessions.

Sun in k Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) highlights communication, creative 
expression, talent and manifestation of ideas.

Sun in l Pisces (Feb. 18 - Mar. 19) highlights the home, mother and maternal 
responsibilities.

Sun in a Aries (Mar. 19 - Apr. 19) highlights children, youth, pets, family, 
love, the inner child and play.

Sun in b Taurus (Apr. 19 - May 20) highlights health, fitness, nutrition, 
strength and work.

Sun in c Gemini (May 20 - June 20) highlights the twins, partners, 
relationships, reflection of self.

Sun in d Cancer (June 20 - July 22) highlights intimacy, exchange, help, 
assistance, debts, giving and receiving.

Sun in e Leo (July 22 - Aug. 22) highlights the mind, thoughts, ideas, travel, 
transportation, education, information, the laws, rules and government.

Sun in f Virgo (Aug. 22 - Sept. 22) highlights work, jobs, businesses, career, 
the father, our place in the world.

Sun in g Libra (Sept. 22 - Oct. 22) highlights people, friends, coworkers, 
acquaintances, social events.

Sun in h Scorpio (Oct. 22 - Nov. 21) highlights the soul, the past, the karmic 
closet.

The B Moon

The B Moon rules feelings, emotions, attraction; illuminates each sign for 
approximately 2 1/2 days.

Dark Moon is 24 hours before a New Noon; a time of silence, meditation and 
‘planting wishes'.

The Moon waxes for 14 days into a Full Moon, revealing what has been 
hidden in the darkness... waxing Moon is a great time to initiate new 
friendships and projects... a great time to submit new applications and 
resume’s... a great time to begin a new project.

The Full Moon is a time to ‘give thanks’ and celebrate.

After the Full Moon, the Moon wanes for 14 days, back into its natural state of 
darkness, presenting a time of clearing and cleansing.

C Mercury

C Mercury rules the mind and communication; spending approximately 15 to 
20 days in a sign.

D Venus

D Venus rules femininity, love and beauty; spending approximately 25 to 30 
days in a sign.

E Mars

E Mars is the planet of masculinity, action, energy, strength, motivation and 
aggression; spending approximately 30 to 45 days in a sign.
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F Jupiter

F Jupiter is the planet of expansion, growth and abundance; spending 
approximately 13 months in a sign.

G Saturn

G Saturn is the planet of lower humanness / lower consciousness, ego, 
ignorance. When one eliminates ego, humbles, listens and learns, one attains 
brilliance. Spends a little more than 2 1/2 years in a sign.

H Uranus

H Uranus is the awakener. Uranus is 'that person' or situation in our life that 
says, "That's not true!!! There's no Santa Claus!!! Here are the facts!!!" 
Shattering and awakening the reality so that we may rebuild, yet better. Spends 
approximately 7 1/2 years in each sign.

I Neptune

I Neptune is the planet of Higher Consciousness, dreams, visions and Divine 
Love. Neptune is that person or situation that says, "Have a drink or take a pill 
and escape reality." Evolved Neptune says, "Meditate and 'rise above'; 
enlightenment. Spends approximately 14 years in a sign.

K Pluto

K Pluto is the planet of death and transformation. Pluto eliminates the 'less than 
perfect', providing us the opportunity to begin again and rebuild until it is 
perfect; spends anywhere from 12 to 32 years in a sign.

The Dragon’s L Head and M Tail
(also known as the Moon’s Nodes)

The L Dragon’s Head, also known as the Moon’s North Node, presents new 
lessons, experiences, new things to learn, the soul’s purpose.

The M Dragon’s Tail, also known as the Moon’s South Node, sweeps up and 
out the past and the old karma that needs to be faced, cleansed and perfected.

The L Dragon’s Head and M Tail work together, moving opposite of each 
other; spending approximately 18 months in a sign.
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The Calendar
Moon Cycles

Mercury Retrograde
Eclipses
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New Moon / Waxing Moon

On the day of the New Moon, THE SUN and Moon are harmoniously aligned 
in the same sign / constellation, at the exact degree presenting a new 
beginning. Moon Mother and Father Sun embrace. This is a powerful day! 
This is the time to initiate those new products, projects and ideas. It’s time to 
call meetings and discuss your thoughts / plans and ideas with others. This is 
the time to call that person you have been thinking about calling. This is the 
time to make the connection. This is that time to call the contractors, plumbers 
and builders. This is the time to turn in your application. This is the time to call 
prospective employees and interview.

For 14 days, the Moon waxes into its fullness; each day coming more into 
opposite alignment to the light of THE SUN. Get Ready! New people, places, 
things and opportunities find their way to you. YOU are magnetic! You are 
attractive and attracting. Go out and get your hair and nails done. Buy a new 
outfit, purse and shoes. This is a positive time of manifestation and revelation. 
Attracting a new job, meeting new people, starting new relationships, 
connecting with a new project or product is destined for success when the 
initial connection is made during a New Moon / Waxing Moon cycle.

Full Moon

The Moon is in direct opposition to THE SUN. This is a time of celebration / 
revelation / manifestation / and Thanks! All that has been hidden / unknown / 
kept secret is revealed; for, THE SUN shines its ever~so~powerful light 
directly into the Moon, REVELATION.

Throw your parties, events and social gatherings on the Full Moon. Invite over 
family and friends on the Full Moon. Go out and celebrate. This is a time of 
cooking, feasting, partying and celebrating with others.

Waning Moon

Now that we have had our fun and celebrated with the Full Moon, it is time to 
clean. The Moon continues to move forward, away from the light of THE 
SUN, slowly yet surely picking up and gathering for the next time. This is a 
time of slowing down, clearing and cleansing. It is time to pick up and put 

away. This is a great time to go through your closets, drawers and places of 
storage. This is a time to clear, cleanse and organize. This is a great time for 
vacations, for the energy is settling down and it will be easier to relax. Get a 
massage. Go to a movie. Engage in something mellow and relaxing. This is a 
great time to fast and cleanse the body. Eat less ...fast ...meditate ...do yoga.

Dark Moon

Twenty-four hours before the New Moon is Dark Moon. This is a time of 
quiet, prayer and meditation.

Go into your place of quiet and meditation...grab your note pad and red pen 
and write out your hopes, wishes, dreams, wants and desires. Look through old 
magazines and rip out the pictures that stand out to you. Gather these images, 
paste them on a board or just file them away in a sacred place.

Be aware of people and situations that come in during a Dark Moon, for 
something dark and hidden lies within. Meeting new people during a Dark 
Moon is sure to be a challenge, for the Moon (which represents our inner self) 
is dark; hidden. Attracting a new job during a Dark Moon may be a challenge, 
for its true role is hidden. Situations that have a strong hidden / deceptive side 
roam during the Dark Moon.

Honor the Dark Moon through silence, prayer, meditation.

C Mercury Retrograde

Mercury is the planet of communication. It rules our mind, intellect, ability to 
speak, reason and communicate; the way we think, converse and exchange 
information (talking, writing, dancing, sign language, photography, etc.). 
Mercury rules our means of communication and transportation (cell phones, 
telephones, computers, printers, scanners, copiers, airplanes, trains and 
automobiles). Mercury is known as the “Messenger of the Gods, for it transits 
closest to THE SUN absorbing its energy and messages and relaying such.

Mercury orbits THE SUN rather quickly; spending 15 to 20 days in a sign 
unless it retrogrades; at which time may spend up to 2 1/2 months in one sign.
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Approximately every three months, Mercury slows down, only to move into 
retrograde (to go back or appear to be moving backward in space or time; 
orbiting in a direction opposite to that of the Earth’s orbit around THE SUN) 
for the next 20 to 25 days. These days are shaded in light red on the calendar 
pages.

Astrologically speaking, when a planet moves in retrograde, it goes back to a 
place it has been before; perhaps, to reconnect us with something we may have 
missed, or to reconnect us with something that needs to be reconnected with. 
When Mercury is in retrograde, our mind is in retrograde. It is a good idea to 
pull back, slow down, take your time, be extra careful and give extra close 
attention to EVERYTHING, especially when driving and / or operating 
machinery. More accidents occur at this time, and more things seem to 
malfunction and break down. Travel plans are usually delayed or interrupted. 
Everyone is in mental chaos, for people are not thinking clearly, forgetting and 
making mistakes therefore causing other Mercury Retrograde minds to act out 
in frustration and annoyance. This is NOT a good time for travel, meetings and 
planning, for everything is sure to change when Mercury returns direct.

Two to three weeks before Mercury officially goes into retrograde mishaps and 
miscommunication begins. Take note and align with the Universe. Slow down, 
focus and make yourself more peaceful, loving, patient, listening and 
understanding with others. If something breaks down at this time, WAIT until 
Mercury returns direct to have it repaired. Doing things during a Mercury 
Retrograde only means it will need to be done again. Starting a new job, 
entering into a new relationship, meeting new people may all be short~lived 
experiences.

You most definitely want to refrain from entering into any agreements or 
contracts at this time, for you may find yourself pulled into the ‘Mercury 
Retrograde Vortex’; stuck and trapped for a very long time.

Mercury Retrograde is great for going back to past projects and situations; 
fine~tuning and cleaning up. This is a great time for prayer, relaxation, 
meditation; silencing the mind and writing out your thoughts. There’s not a 
whole lot to do at this time, other than relax and let Mercury retrograde take 
your mind back through your past, for you may have missed something 
valuable. Relax and let Mercury retrograde take you back to something 
wonderful.

Eclipses 2024

March 25, 2024 at 3 AM ET... Full Moon Eclipse 5 degrees in Libra presents 
a clearing and cleansing of groups of people, social groups, coworkers and 
friends.

April 8, 2024 at 2:22 PM ET... TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE SUN 19 degrees 
in Aries highlights and awakens the child, children, younger people, youth, 
fun, play, family and the inner child.

September 17, 2024 at 10:34 PM ET... Full Moon Eclipse 25 degrees in 
Pisces illuminates and reveals a woman, mother and home.

October 2, 2024 2:49 PM ET... New Moon Solar Eclipse 10 degrees in Libra 
highlights and presents a new group of friends / a new soul tribe.
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January 2024

We step into January 2024 as THE SUN highlights the sign of Capricorn... 
December 21, 2021 at 10:28 PM ET to January 20, 2024 at 9:08 AM ET... 
highlighting income, money, wealth and material possessions. This is a time to 
take inventory, balance and organize such. This is a time to donate and lighten 
your load; creating space for new income and wealth to come in. LIFE 
presents a gift to you; something that represents your new job / task.

The Moon wanes... December 26, 2023 at 7:33 PM ET to January 11, 2024 at 
6:58 AM ET... moving out of the light of THE SUN... a time of clearing, 
cleansing, fasting and preparing for the next New Waxing Moon cycle.

Mercury... the planet that rules ‘the mind’ and communication... moved in 
retrograde December 13, 2023 to January 1, 2024. Mercury started out its 
retrograde in Capricorn, and on December 23, 2023, moved back into 
Sagittarius. Many may have experienced a change in income and / or work. 
LIFE presents and directs you to a new path; a happier path with more income.

The Moon waxes... January 11, 2024 at 6:58 AM ET to January 25, 2024 at 
12:55 PM ET... into its fullness in Leo... illuminating the mind and revealing 
new knowledge, information, clarity and direction.

LIFE presents a gift / money / a material item that represents and points the 
way to our next job / task.

As the Moon rises into its fullness in Leo, we experience mental clarity and 
clear direction.

A new creative product / project births!!!

Throughout 2023, you may have experienced a loss of people, friends, 
coworkers, social groups and / or loved ones either through death or 
disassociation due to the transit of the Dragon’s Tail in Libra.

The Dragon’s Tail in Libra... July 17, 2023 to January 11, 2025...  sweeps away 
the old / outdated / outworn people and groups... a clearing of the dinosaur 
mentality... clearing away the old / outdated consciousness. 

The Dragon’s Head in Aries... July 17, 2023 to January 11, 2025... points to 
and directs us to focus on a child, children, siblings and family. This is a time 
to spend time with a child, children, siblings and family; activating the inner 
child and re-experiencing play and fun. This is a time to face and deal with old 
childhood issues; resulting in healing the inner child; therefore experiencing 
true LOVE.

Uranus in Taurus March 6, 2019 to April 25, 2026... and... Jupiter in Taurus 
May 16, 2023 to May 25, 2024... greatly accentuate our health, fitness, 
nutrition and body. Uranus in Taurus awakens new cells. If the physical body 
is filled with processed foods and chemicals, it will experience great pain and 
illness as new cells awaken. Be mindful of what you put in and on the body. 
Walking (as an exercise) and sitting in a steam room opens the pores; allowing 
the body to sweat and detox.

We’re off to a good start as LIFE presents a gift that symbolically represents 
our next task / new job. Many have experienced loss of a friend, coworkers, a 
job or of a loved one; all to create space in our lives for new people, activities 
and opportunities to come in. Keep your body clean, healthy and pure so NEW 
LIFE may effortlessly express through.

January presents a reinstatement of purpose!!!
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January 2024 Sagittarius

We step into January as THE SUN IN CAPRICORN highlights your area of 
income / receiving; presenting a gift that symbolically represents your new 
task / job / purpose. It may be something you are to create, make, write, 
promote, invest in or mass produce.

In the past year, you may have experienced a loss and / or change of people, 
friends, coworkers and / or social activity. The Dragon’s Tail removes those 
you are complete with; so, you may direct your time and focus into a child / 
children / siblings / family. As you focus on, help and assist a child / children / 
siblings / family, you strengthen and heal your inner child; therefore, 
experiencing TRUE LOVE.

Another big area of focus is your health as Jupiter and Uranus move through 
that area of your life. New cells (new life) awaken from within you; yet, your 
physical body may be filled with too much sugar, salt, food, weight, alcohol, 
medication or drugs. It is your job to keep your body clean, healthy and pure. 
Failure to do so results in great pain, sickness, illness and disease. Perfecting 
your health and body allows THE HIGHER POWER to effortlessly express 
through you; resulting in energetically and happily interacting with children 
and family, successfully working on and producing a new project and 
strengthening and beautifying your home or a new house / home.

January 2024 Capricorn

We step into January as THE SUN IN CAPRICORN highlights your sign... 
HAPPY SOLAR RETURN... HAPPIEST BIRTHDAY!!!

The Universe’s spotlight shines on you; assisting you in seeing who you are 
and where you are meant to be in the world.

This month’s Full Moon in Leo illuminates your 8th Room of other people’s 
resources; revealing knowledge / information delivered to you through another 
person about a new income-earning opportunity. Yet, we step into the new year 
with Mercury coming out of retrograde in your area of the soul / your karmic 
closet. It may take a moment for you to wake up; being able to clearly hear and 
see. The quieter you are, the clearer you hear and see.

A new income-earning project presents to you; yet, it may take a year for you 
to fully align due to Pluto’s back and forth transit from your sign, into your 
area of income, back into your sign, and then back into your area of income.

The Dragon’s Tail sweeps through your 10th Room of work / job / business / 
career / father / your place in the world; taking such through a cleansing and 
clearing of people clients, customers, coworkers and other business 
relationships. LIFE aligns you with a new foundation!!!
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January 2024 Aquarius

We step into January as THE SUN IN CAPRICORN highlights your area of 
the soul / your karmic closet. This is a time when people and situations from 
your past return. This is a time when the hidden and unknown presents to you. 
This is a time of facing, clearing and cleansing your past. This is a time of 
going through ALL of your material possessions and releasing old things; all 
of which are tied to your past; holding you to your past. For, when THE SUN 
realigns with your birth SUN (your spirit), LIFE RESETS and all new gifts 
and treasures come to you. Cleanse, clear and create space for the NEW YOU.

This month’s Full Moon in Leo illuminates your area of partnership. Through 
another person, you receive news / knowledge / information about YOU. 
Although, the message may be harsh, it is the mallet needed to crack the egg; 
therefore, allowing a new part of YOU to emerge.

The Dragon’s Tail sweeps through your mind; cleansing your mind of old 
thoughts, definitions and beliefs. The Dragon’s Head moves through your area 
of creative communication; EMPOWERING you to birth and materialize new 
creative thoughts and ideas. Goodbye old words and definitions!!! A new and 
better way of seeing and saying emerges! LIFE’s situations may have 
uncomfortably squeezed you; yet, a new and MORE POWERFUL you 
emerges... IT IS TIME TO LIVE!!!

January 2024 Pisces

We step into January as THE SUN IN CAPRICORN highlights your area of 
people / acquaintances / coworkers / friends / social. This is a time of making 
significant connections with people who have money and / or with someone to 
create and do business with. As a result of connecting with certain individuals, 
more creative projects and ideas are talked about and birthed.

The Full Moon in Leo illuminates your area of health / work; filling your body 
with energy and excitement to work on and materialize your ideas.

Neptune and Saturn move through your sign; taking your body through many 
changes and feelings. Neptune may cause you to crave inebriation; for, it is the 
planet of intoxication. It is your lesson and job to find the best way to uplift. 
Transcendental meditation is a wonderful way to uplift and rise above 
humanness. Saturn is ALL human; the lonely and grumpy old man who 
dislikes people and wants things to be a particular way. Saturn is, also, 
disciplined and meticulous. It is your lesson and job to find ways (other than 
drugs and alcohol) to rise above anger, frustration, annoyance, depression and 
mood swings. This may be a time for you to take a break from interacting and 
socializing with others; a time for you to spend time with self and with your 
inner child; a time of reconnecting with past creative projects and ideas.
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January 2024 Aries

We step into January as THE SUN IN CAPRICORN highlights your 10th 
Room of work / job / business / career / father / your place in the world. As 
you step into the new year, you may experience excitement to dive into your 
work / job / business. Those you work with may not be as motivated as you. 
However, your energy and excitement overflows onto others.

Pluto temporarily moves into your 11th Room of people / friends / social. 
Pluto is the planet of death; therefore, meaning you may experience someone’s 
departure from your life.

The Dragon’s Tail sweeps back and forth through your 7th Room of 
partnership / close relationships; also, presenting a cleansing of certain people 
from your life.

Certain people being cleansed from your life represents a clearing of your 
karmic past lives.

April 8, 2024, the Moon aligns with THE SUN in Aries creating a Total 
Eclipse of the Sun. This powerful eclipse represents THE BIRTH OF A NEW 
YOU. Before your HIGHER SELF may effortlessly birth through you, many 
layers upon you must be released; including people.

January 2024 Taurus

We step into January as THE SUN IN CAPRICORN highlights your area of 
the mind / thoughts / education / learning / travel. This is a powerful time to 
take a trip to a cooler environment; so, you may clearly see where you belong 
in the world.

You are Taurus the bull; the fixed earth sign. In order to break through your 
thick skin, you need energy from your opposite sign, Scorpio: fixed water, ice.

Pluto has moved back and forth through your area of the mind since 2008; 
possibly causing your mind to jump from one thought / idea / plan to another.

Since 2023, Pluto moved into your area of career, retrograded back into your 
area of the mind, moved forward into your area of career, and then back into 
your area of the mind. And, finally on November 19, 2024 moves forward into 
your area of career until January 19, 2044. This is a very significant time in 
your life for you to see and 100% align with where you are meant to be in the 
world.

A brisk walk in cold weather or a cold plunge breaks through your thick skin 
so your Higher Self may express through; and, soon you will see and perfectly 
align with your work / job / business / career / place in the world.
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January 2024 Gemini

We step into January as THE SUN IN CAPRICORN highlights your area of 
intimacy / exchange / assistance / inheritance. This is a time of sharing your 
time and attention with an other / others. You may feel extra generous towards 
others, and someone expresses extra generosity towards you. This is also a 
time of exchanging business and investment thoughts and ideas with an other. 
This is, also, a time of travel; a time of clearing your mind.

Through the transit of the Dragon’s Head in your area of people / friends, LIFE 
calls upon you to step out into the world with your playmate and experience 
new ventures... or, LIFE calls you out into the world to find and align with 
your new playmate. You are Gemini... the sign of the twins. Everything you do 
is done better with a partner.

Pluto temporarily moves into your area of the mind; filling your mind with 
bold thoughts and ideas. You’ll receive a thought / idea and you’ll boldly move 
forward on it; seeing it through to perfect fulfillment / materialization. May 2, 
2024, Pluto goes into retrograde moving back into your area of assistance; 
reconnecting you with someone to share and exchange with; possibly a 
business partner or investor. For now, you may need to do things on your own. 
In a few months, you’ll be able to share your journey with someone who may 
be interested in partnering and / or investing with / in you.

January 2024 Cancer

We step into January as THE SUN IN CAPRICORN highlights your area of 
partnership / close relationships along with Pluto there. Someone in your circle 
of life experiences a death. This a time of focusing on, helping, assisting, 
talking with and listening to an other.

As the Dragon’s Head moves through the sign of Aries in your area of work / 
job / business / career / your place in the world, LIFE directs you to focus on, 
spend time with and / or work with a child, children or family member(s). 
There is a younger person or two who needs your assistance and guidance in 
finding and aligning with their place in the world.

As the planets move opposite of you, this is a very strong time of focusing on, 
helping and assisting others. You may need to monetarily assist someone; 
making sure they have the money, material items and knowledge they need. 
Remember, you are the assistant, giver, helpful one; and, as you 
unconditionally give, you more abundantly receive.

As the Dragon’s Tail sweeps through your area of home, this is a time of 
clearing away material items that are associated with former friendships and 
relationships; for, as do, you create space within your heart for new people, 
friendships and relationships to come in. Home is where the heart is.
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January 2024 Leo

We step into January as THE SUN IN CAPRICORN highlights your area of 
health / work. You should be feeling more energized and motivated to work on 
and perfect your health, body and home.

Pluto has moved back and forth through your area of health / work since 
2008... and, continues to move through this area of your life until November 
19, 2024. Through the course of Pluto’s transit, you may have experienced 
particular health situations that required your full attention. Pluto breaks down 
the imperfect; so, we may rebuild into perfection. In your case, you’ve needed 
to perfectly rebuild parts and pieces of your health and body.

As you rebuild, strengthen and perfect your health and body, you attract 
someone (possibly, more than one person) who needs your assistance in 
perfecting their health, body and individuality.

You are the sign of knowledge and information. Throughout life, everything 
you experience and learn is to be shared with others. The Dragon’s Head 
moves through your area of the mind / travel / education; directing you to 
listen and learn. Just be sure that what your share is knowledge / truth / facts.

January 2024 Virgo

We step into January as THE SUN IN CAPRICORN highlights your area of 
children / siblings / family / your inner child; a time of hanging out and 
socializing with such; a time of remembering parts and pieces of your 
childhood; a time of re-embracing your inner child; a time of assisting 
someone in finding, aligning and perfecting their place in the world.

The majority of the planets move in opposition of you; meaning, this is a time 
of focusing on, experiencing, mending, healing and strengthening relationships 
with others and your relationship with self.

The Dragon’s Head moves through your 8th Room of intimacy / exchange / 
debts; directing you to focus on a child / younger person / family member / 
your inner child.

Pluto is in its final days of moving through your area of children / siblings / 
family / your inner child; a time of focusing on and assisting someone who 
experiences life challenges; also, a time of cleansing, healing and 
strengthening your inner child. LIFE directs you to focus on and find a way of 
assisting a a child / younger person / family member who experiences life 
challenges. The key words are, ‘find a way’ to assist that person (also, your 
self) in shedding a lower human layer; a time to evolve.
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January 2024 Libra

We step into January as THE SUN IN CAPRICORN highlights your house / 
home / foundation / parents / parental responsibilities and duties. Here 
recently, you may have felt stuck, discontent or unsure of your foundation. For, 
back in December 2023, Mercury moved into your area of the home, went into 
retrograde and moved back into your area of communication. Parental duties 
and / or conversations with parents and / or with elders may have challenged 
you. You were in a time of stepping back, being silent and listening as THE 
HIGHER POWER spoke to you through your house, home, a parent or elder. 
Pluto’s transit through your area of the home has taken you through many 
lessons of perfection. What is perfection??? That is the question you have 
been living in route to the answer. Perfect your home / foundation and 
everything else in life effortlessly falls into place.

As the Dragon’s Head moves through your area of partnership, your main area 
of focus is on children, family, younger people and your closest relationships. 
The focus is FUN!!! The Dragon’s Head in Aries directs us to play and have 
fun; therefore, allowing our inner spirit / inner child to express through. If a 
partnership or relationship with a younger person or family member has 
challenged you, perhaps you need to find a way to play.

January 2024 Scorpio

We step into January as THE SUN IN CAPRICORN highlights your area of 
communication / creativity / productivity. This is a time of grounding and 
materializing your thoughts, visions and ideas. This is a time of speaking your 
thoughts, dreams, visions and ideas into fruition.

As a result of speaking / materializing a thought / vision / idea (which, is your 
new work / job / business / place in the world), someone hears / sees you and 
offers support (Jupiter and Uranus in your area of partnership).

A new house / home / foundation presents to you; or, you may attract 
something new for your house / home. Pluto’s transit through your area of 
home / residence / foundation assists you in building, rebuilding, strengthening 
and perfecting such.

The Dragon’s Tail sweeps through your area of the soul; clearing away people, 
old friendships and relationships your soul is complete with. You may find 
yourself connecting and spending more time with children, family and younger 
people; and, as you do, your inner child / inner spirit awakens and fully 
expresses throughout your entire being (energy / youth / life); therefore, 
healing, strengthening and perfecting your health and body.
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January 2024January 2024January 2024January 2024January 2024January 2024January 2024January 2024
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY PLANETARY DATA

1                       f 2                  f-g 3                      g 4                        g 5                    g-h 6                       h

Aj
12/21/23 - 01/20/24

Ak
01/20/24 - 02/18/24

Cri
12/23/23 - 01/01/24

Ci
01/01/24 - 01/13/24

Cj
01/13/24 - 02/05/24

Di
12/29/23 - 01/23/24

Dj
01/23/24 - 02/16/24

Ei
11/24/23 - 01/04/24

Ej
01/04/20 - 02/13/24

Fb
05/16/23 - 05/25/24

Gl
03/07/23 - 02/13/26

Hb
03/06/19 ~ 04/25/26

Hrb
08/28/23 ~ 01/27/24 

Il
02/03/12 - 01/26/26

Kj
11/26/08 - 01/20/24

Kk
01/20/24 - 09/01/24

La Mg
07/17/23 - 01/11/25

C Direct
22i12

10:09 PM ET

Ej
9:59 AM ET

Aj
12/21/23 - 01/20/24

Ak
01/20/24 - 02/18/24

Cri
12/23/23 - 01/01/24

Ci
01/01/24 - 01/13/24

Cj
01/13/24 - 02/05/24

Di
12/29/23 - 01/23/24

Dj
01/23/24 - 02/16/24

Ei
11/24/23 - 01/04/24

Ej
01/04/20 - 02/13/24

Fb
05/16/23 - 05/25/24

Gl
03/07/23 - 02/13/26

Hb
03/06/19 ~ 04/25/26

Hrb
08/28/23 ~ 01/27/24 

Il
02/03/12 - 01/26/26

Kj
11/26/08 - 01/20/24

Kk
01/20/24 - 09/01/24

La Mg
07/17/23 - 01/11/25

7                   h-i 8                       i 9                    i-j 10                      j 11                  j-k 12                      k 13                 k-l

Aj
12/21/23 - 01/20/24

Ak
01/20/24 - 02/18/24

Cri
12/23/23 - 01/01/24

Ci
01/01/24 - 01/13/24

Cj
01/13/24 - 02/05/24

Di
12/29/23 - 01/23/24

Dj
01/23/24 - 02/16/24

Ei
11/24/23 - 01/04/24

Ej
01/04/20 - 02/13/24

Fb
05/16/23 - 05/25/24

Gl
03/07/23 - 02/13/26

Hb
03/06/19 ~ 04/25/26

Hrb
08/28/23 ~ 01/27/24 

Il
02/03/12 - 01/26/26

Kj
11/26/08 - 01/20/24

Kk
01/20/24 - 09/01/24

La Mg
07/17/23 - 01/11/25

Dark Moon
6:58 AM ET

New Moon
20j44

6:58 AM ET

Cj
9:51 PM ET

Aj
12/21/23 - 01/20/24

Ak
01/20/24 - 02/18/24

Cri
12/23/23 - 01/01/24

Ci
01/01/24 - 01/13/24

Cj
01/13/24 - 02/05/24

Di
12/29/23 - 01/23/24

Dj
01/23/24 - 02/16/24

Ei
11/24/23 - 01/04/24

Ej
01/04/20 - 02/13/24

Fb
05/16/23 - 05/25/24

Gl
03/07/23 - 02/13/26

Hb
03/06/19 ~ 04/25/26

Hrb
08/28/23 ~ 01/27/24 

Il
02/03/12 - 01/26/26

Kj
11/26/08 - 01/20/24

Kk
01/20/24 - 09/01/24

La Mg
07/17/23 - 01/11/25

14                     l 15                     l 16                  l-a 17                     a 18                    a-b 19                      b 20                   b-c

Aj
12/21/23 - 01/20/24

Ak
01/20/24 - 02/18/24

Cri
12/23/23 - 01/01/24

Ci
01/01/24 - 01/13/24

Cj
01/13/24 - 02/05/24

Di
12/29/23 - 01/23/24

Dj
01/23/24 - 02/16/24

Ei
11/24/23 - 01/04/24

Ej
01/04/20 - 02/13/24

Fb
05/16/23 - 05/25/24

Gl
03/07/23 - 02/13/26

Hb
03/06/19 ~ 04/25/26

Hrb
08/28/23 ~ 01/27/24 

Il
02/03/12 - 01/26/26

Kj
11/26/08 - 01/20/24

Kk
01/20/24 - 09/01/24

La Mg
07/17/23 - 01/11/25

Ak
9:08 AM ET

Kk
9:36 PM ET

Aj
12/21/23 - 01/20/24

Ak
01/20/24 - 02/18/24

Cri
12/23/23 - 01/01/24

Ci
01/01/24 - 01/13/24

Cj
01/13/24 - 02/05/24

Di
12/29/23 - 01/23/24

Dj
01/23/24 - 02/16/24

Ei
11/24/23 - 01/04/24

Ej
01/04/20 - 02/13/24

Fb
05/16/23 - 05/25/24

Gl
03/07/23 - 02/13/26

Hb
03/06/19 ~ 04/25/26

Hrb
08/28/23 ~ 01/27/24 

Il
02/03/12 - 01/26/26

Kj
11/26/08 - 01/20/24

Kk
01/20/24 - 09/01/24

La Mg
07/17/23 - 01/11/25

21                    c 22                   c-d 23                      d 24                     d 25                   d-e 26                       e 27                    e-f

Aj
12/21/23 - 01/20/24

Ak
01/20/24 - 02/18/24

Cri
12/23/23 - 01/01/24

Ci
01/01/24 - 01/13/24

Cj
01/13/24 - 02/05/24

Di
12/29/23 - 01/23/24

Dj
01/23/24 - 02/16/24

Ei
11/24/23 - 01/04/24

Ej
01/04/20 - 02/13/24

Fb
05/16/23 - 05/25/24

Gl
03/07/23 - 02/13/26

Hb
03/06/19 ~ 04/25/26

Hrb
08/28/23 ~ 01/27/24 

Il
02/03/12 - 01/26/26

Kj
11/26/08 - 01/20/24

Kk
01/20/24 - 09/01/24

La Mg
07/17/23 - 01/11/25

Dj
3:51 AM ET

Full Moon
5e15

12:55 PM ET

H Direct
19b05

2:36 AM ET

Aj
12/21/23 - 01/20/24

Ak
01/20/24 - 02/18/24

Cri
12/23/23 - 01/01/24

Ci
01/01/24 - 01/13/24

Cj
01/13/24 - 02/05/24

Di
12/29/23 - 01/23/24

Dj
01/23/24 - 02/16/24

Ei
11/24/23 - 01/04/24

Ej
01/04/20 - 02/13/24

Fb
05/16/23 - 05/25/24

Gl
03/07/23 - 02/13/26

Hb
03/06/19 ~ 04/25/26

Hrb
08/28/23 ~ 01/27/24 

Il
02/03/12 - 01/26/26

Kj
11/26/08 - 01/20/24

Kk
01/20/24 - 09/01/24

La Mg
07/17/23 - 01/11/25

28                   f 29                      f 30                  f-g 31                     g

Aj
12/21/23 - 01/20/24

Ak
01/20/24 - 02/18/24

Cri
12/23/23 - 01/01/24

Ci
01/01/24 - 01/13/24

Cj
01/13/24 - 02/05/24

Di
12/29/23 - 01/23/24

Dj
01/23/24 - 02/16/24

Ei
11/24/23 - 01/04/24

Ej
01/04/20 - 02/13/24

Fb
05/16/23 - 05/25/24

Gl
03/07/23 - 02/13/26

Hb
03/06/19 ~ 04/25/26

Hrb
08/28/23 ~ 01/27/24 

Il
02/03/12 - 01/26/26

Kj
11/26/08 - 01/20/24

Kk
01/20/24 - 09/01/24

La Mg
07/17/23 - 01/11/25

Aj
12/21/23 - 01/20/24

Ak
01/20/24 - 02/18/24

Cri
12/23/23 - 01/01/24

Ci
01/01/24 - 01/13/24

Cj
01/13/24 - 02/05/24

Di
12/29/23 - 01/23/24

Dj
01/23/24 - 02/16/24

Ei
11/24/23 - 01/04/24

Ej
01/04/20 - 02/13/24

Fb
05/16/23 - 05/25/24

Gl
03/07/23 - 02/13/26

Hb
03/06/19 ~ 04/25/26

Hrb
08/28/23 ~ 01/27/24 

Il
02/03/12 - 01/26/26

Kj
11/26/08 - 01/20/24

Kk
01/20/24 - 09/01/24

La Mg
07/17/23 - 01/11/25
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